The Challenges and Success

SH6 Haven Road Share Pathway Nelson
Location and Facts

• Client: NZTA
• SH6 Nelson
• 20,000 vehicles/day with 8% of this traffic being Heavy commercial vehicles (HCV)
• 500 Cyclists and 150 pedestrians approximately
• Target Group: Interested but Concerned Cyclists.
Proposed Changes
Z Energy Truck Fuel Station

- Keeping the Z Energy Truck Fuel Station open
- Construction plans
Health and Safety

- Power Cables - Locating underground services
Management of Sub-Contractors

• Resourcing to meet the programme.
• Incentive for the contractor to complete works.
• Alignment on health and safety
• Importance of tool box meetings
My Involvement as MSQA

- Inspection of works
- Responding to site queries
- Site Minutes
- Review of Payment Claims
- Review of Variations
Lessons Learnt

- Importance of Communication.
- Importance of Health and Safety.
- Importance of identifying key issues.
- For all scheduled projects, include Liquidated damages.
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